
EU AI Act: which rules apply to you?*
*Final text version

Does your organisation belong to one
of these categories?

Do your activities fall under the EU
AI Act?

Does your system qualify as an AI system or a general-purpose AI model? At the bottom of
the page, there is a second section for general-propose model. Definitions on the next page.

Do you use your system only for
(one of) the following purposes?

Provider ImporterDistributor

Manufacturer of a product

Deployer

Authorised Representative

(Developing an AI system for the purpose of) 
placing AI systems on the market, putting them into service or

making them available within the EU

AI research & developmentUsing AI systems within an international legal cooperation framework for
law enforcement and judiciary purposes, as a third-country public body

Codes of conduct

General principles for AI systems

Existing legislation

Is your AI system using one of
the following techniques?

Subliminal techniques Exploiting vulnerabilities Biometric categorisation systems

Social scoringRisk assessment and profiling for criminal offences

Facial recognition databases based on scraping data

Emotion inference

Analysis of public space footage

AI system is prohibited

Does your AI system deal with
one of the following topics?

 Biometric identification and categorisation of natural persons

Management and operation of critical infrastructure

Education and vocational traningEmployment, workers management and access to self-employment

Access to and ejoyment of essential private services and benefits Law enforcement

Migration, asylum and border control management

Administration of justice and democratic processes

Compliance with guidelinesObligations for different legal entitiesPresumptions of conformity

Additional responsibilities along the AI value chain Obligations for (former) providers (of foundation models)

Additional obligations

Using or deploying an AI system in the
Union or while located in the Union

AI Act is not
applicable

AI Act is not
applicable

AI Act is not
applicable

Using AI systems for national security
purpooses, including defence

Lawful testing of AI systems and
models prior to deployment

Purely personal non-professional
use by natural persons.

Is your AI system a safety
component of a product or a

product which is covered by EU
harmonisation legislation?

Is a third-party conformity assessment required before this product can be placed
on the market or into service?

AI system is high-risk

Does your AI system pose a
significant risk of harm to health,

safety or fundamental rights?

While providers should comply with the AI
Act, the compliance with the AI Act and

the relevant third-party conformity
assessment can be intergrated. 

Is your AI system intended to
do one of the following?

AI system is high-risk Manipulate images, video or audio
(deep fakes)

Detect emotions or biometric
categorisation Directly interact with people

Generate or manipulate text for
informational purposes

Transparancy
obligations 

Does your general-purpose AI
model meet any of these

criteria? 

Commission or the scientific panel decides that your
general-purpose AI model has high impact capabilities.

High impact capabilities evaluated
with appropriate technical tools

Yes

Mandatory reporting to the Commission

Obligations for providers

Topics of interest

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

AI Act is not
applicable

No



Definitions 

AI system: a machine-based system designed to operate with
varying levels of autonomy and that may exhibit

adaptiveness after deployment and that, for explicit or
implicit objectives, infers, from the input it receives, how to

generate outputs such as predictions, content,
recommendations, or decisions that can influence physical

or virtual environments

General-purpose AI model: an AI model that displays
significant generality and is capable to competently perform

a wide range of distinct tasks regardless of the way the
model is placed on the market and that can be integrated
into a variety of downstream systems or applications. This
does not cover AI models that are used before release on

the market for research, development and prototyping
activities

Safety component of a product or system: a part that has a
critical safety function. If this component fails or

malfunctions, it can endanger the health and safety of users

Significant risk is determined by the combination of its
severity, intensity, probability of occurrence, duration of
effects, and its potential to impact individuals, groups, or

specific categories of people. An AI system is not considered
to pose a significant risk if:

The AI system is intended to perform a narrow
procedural task;
The AI system is intended to improve the result of a
previously completed human activity;
The AI system is intended to detect decision-making
patterns or deviations from prior decision-making
patterns and is not meant to replace or influence the
previously completed human assessment, without
proper human review; or
The AI system is intended to perform a preparatory task
to an assessment relevant for high-risk applications.

Profiling is always considered a significant risk.

Provider: any individual, company, public authority or agency,
that either develops an AI system or has one developed and
introduces it to the market or uses it themselves, whether

for payment or for free

Distributor: any individual or company in the supply
chain, excluding the provider or importer, that makes an

AI system available on the EU market

Manufacturer: any individual or company that produces
or creates (a product which includes) an AI system

Deployer: any individual, company, public authority or
agency, under whose authority the system is used

Importer: any individual or company in the EU that places an
AI system on the market that has the name or trademark of

an individual or company from outside of the EU on it

Representative: any individual or company in the EU
who has received and accepted a written mandate

from a provider of an AI system to perform and
carry out on its behalf the obligations of the AI Act

Roles Technical Terms

Substantial modification: a change to the AI system after its
placing on the market or putting into service which is not

foreseen or planned in the initial conformity assessment by
the provider and which affects the compliance of the AI

system or results in a modification to the intended purpose
for which the AI system has been assessed


